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Explainable medical imaging AI needs human-centered design:
guidelines and evidence from a systematic review
Haomin Chen 1,2, Catalina Gomez1,2, Chien-Ming Huang 1 and Mathias Unberath 1✉

Transparency in Machine Learning (ML), often also referred to as interpretability or explainability, attempts to reveal the working
mechanisms of complex models. From a human-centered design perspective, transparency is not a property of the ML model but
an affordance, i.e., a relationship between algorithm and users. Thus, prototyping and user evaluations are critical to attaining
solutions that afford transparency. Following human-centered design principles in highly specialized and high stakes domains, such
as medical image analysis, is challenging due to the limited access to end users and the knowledge imbalance between those users
and ML designers. To investigate the state of transparent ML in medical image analysis, we conducted a systematic review of the
literature from 2012 to 2021 in PubMed, EMBASE, and Compendex databases. We identified 2508 records and 68 articles met the
inclusion criteria. Current techniques in transparent ML are dominated by computational feasibility and barely consider end users,
e.g. clinical stakeholders. Despite the different roles and knowledge of ML developers and end users, no study reported formative
user research to inform the design and development of transparent ML models. Only a few studies validated transparency claims
through empirical user evaluations. These shortcomings put contemporary research on transparent ML at risk of being
incomprehensible to users, and thus, clinically irrelevant. To alleviate these shortcomings in forthcoming research, we introduce the
INTRPRT guideline, a design directive for transparent ML systems in medical image analysis. The INTRPRT guideline suggests human-
centered design principles, recommending formative user research as the first step to understand user needs and domain
requirements. Following these guidelines increases the likelihood that the algorithms afford transparency and enable stakeholders
to capitalize on the benefits of transparent ML.
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INTRODUCTION
There have been considerable research thrusts to develop
Machine Learning (ML) models in the healthcare domain that
assist clinical stakeholders1. However, translating these ML models
from the bench to the bedside to support clinical stakeholders
during routine care brings substantial challenges, among other
reasons, because of the high stakes involved in most decisions
that impact human lives. When stakeholders interact with ML
tools to reach decisions, they may be persuaded to follow ML’s
recommendations that may be incorrect or promote unintended
biases against vulnerable populations, all of which can have
dreadful consequences2. These circumstances motivate the need
for trustworthy ML systems in healthcare and have sparked efforts
to specify the different requirements that ML algorithms should
fulfill. Most of these recent efforts focus on achieving a certain on-
task performance requirement but neglect that for assisted
decision making not ML system performance alone, but human-
ML team performance is the most pertinent to patient outcome.
How to achieve adequate human-machine teaming performance,
however, is debated. While some argue that rigorous algorithmic
validation, e.g., similar to the evaluation of drugs, tests, or devices,
demonstrates safe and reliable operation and may thus be
sufficient for successful human-machine teaming3,4, others reason
that transparency in an ML model, e.g., by revealing its working
mechanisms and presenting a proper interface, is necessary to
invoke user trust and achieve the desired human-machine
teaming performance5–7. The growing interest and convergence
of recent works on the importance and need of transparency have
stressed that not addressing the opacity of ML techniques might

hinder their adoption of in healthcare, limiting the potential
positive impacts5,8–12. The inability to make the decision making
process transparent might affect the misuse and disuse of ML
models in the clinical domain, as the utility of the model might be
limited if it does not reveal the reasoning process, limitations, and
biases9. We believe that this dichotomy is artificial in that, first,
rigorous validation and transparency are not mutually exclusive,
and second, both approaches augment an ML model with
additional information in hopes to justify (in other words, make
transparent) the recommendation’s validity which is hypothesized
to achieve certain human-factors engineering goals such as
understandability, reliability, trust and etc. However, as we will
highlight in detail through a systematic review, current
approaches that aim at advancing human factors goals of ML
systems rely on developers’ intuition rather than considering
whether these mechanisms affect users’ experience with the
system and their ability to act on ML model’s outputs.
Designing ML algorithms that are transparent is fundamentally

different from merely designing ML algorithms. The desire for
transparency adds a layer of complexity that is not necessarily
computational. Rather, it involves human factors, namely the users
to whom the ML algorithm should be transparent. As a
consequence, transparency of an algorithm is not a property of
the algorithm but a relationship between the transparent ML
algorithm and the user processing the information. Such relation-
ship can be understood as an affordance, a concept that is
commonly employed when designing effective Human-Computer
Interactions (HCIs)13, and we argue that transparency in ML
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algorithms should be viewed as such. There are several
consequences from this definition:

● Developing transparent ML algorithms is not purely computa-
tional.

● Specific design choices on the mechanisms to achieve
explanations or interpretations may be suitable for one user
group, but not for another.

● Creating transparent ML systems without prior groundwork to
establish that it indeed affords transparency may result in
misspent effort.

Given the user- and context-dependent nature of transparency,
it is essential to understand the target audience and to validate
design choices through iterative empirical user studies to ensure
that design choices of transparent models are grounded in a deep
understanding of the target users and their context. In addition, to
maintain a user-centered approach to design from the early
stages, rapid prototyping with users provides feedback on the
current, low- to high-fidelity embodiment of the system that is
going to be built eventually. Involving users early by exposing
them to low-fidelity prototypes that mimic final system behavior
allows designers to explore multiple alternatives before commit-
ting to one pre-determined approach that may not be under-
standable nor of interest to end users.
However, following a human-centered design approach to build

transparent ML systems for highly specialized and high stakes
domains, such as healthcare, is challenging. The barriers are
diverse and include: (1) the high knowledge mismatch between
ML developers and the varied stakeholders in medicine, including
providers, administrators, or patients; (2) availability restrictions or
ethical concerns that limit accessibility of potential target users for
iterated empirical tests in simulated setups for formative research
or validation; (3) challenges inherent to clinical problems,
including the complex nature of medical data (e.g., unstructured
or high dimensional) and decision making tasks from multiple
data sources; and last but not least, (4) the lack of ML designers’
training in design thinking and human factors engineering.
Starting from the considerations around designing and validat-

ing transparent ML for healthcare presented above, we investigate
the current state of transparent ML in medical image analysis, a

trailblazing application area for ML in healthcare due to the
abundance and structure of data. Through a systematic review
based on these aspects, we first identify major shortcomings in
the design and validation processes of developing transparent ML
models. These deficiencies include the absence of formative user
research, the lack of empirical user studies, and in general, the
omission of considering ML transparency as contingent on the
targeted users and contexts. Together, these shortcomings of
contemporary practices in transparent ML development put the
resulting solutions at substantial risk of being unintelligible to the
target users, and consequently, irrelevant.
This paper aims to encourage model designers to actively

consider and work closely with the end users during the design,
construction, and validation of ML models for medical imaging
problems. Acknowledging the barriers to widespread adoption of
human-centered design techniques to develop transparent ML in
healthcare and grounded in our systematic review of the
literature, we further propose the INTRPRT guideline to help model
designers for developing transparent ML for medical image
analysis step by step. Figure 1 summarizes our guideline within
a human-centered design process. The guideline aims at high-
lighting the need to ground and justify design choices in a solid
understanding of the users and their context when adding
transparency or other human factors-based goals to ML systems
for medical image analysis. By raising awareness of the user- and
context-dependent nature of transparency, designers should
consider a trade-off between efforts to (1) better ground their
approaches on user needs and domain requirements and (2)
commit to technological development and validation of possibly
transparent systems. In this way, the guideline may increase the
likelihood for algorithms that advance to the technological
development stage to afford transparency, because they are well
grounded and justified in user and context understanding. This
may mitigate misspent efforts in developing complex systems
without prior formative user research, and help designers make
accurate claims about transparency and other human factors
engineering goals when building and validating the model. To the
best of our knowledge, we provide the first guidelines for models
that afford transparency and involve end users in the design
process for medical image analysis.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the INTRPRT guideline within the main stages of a human-centered design process. The blue boxes
demonstrate the process from understanding end users and their context to the validation of the developed system, which ultimately might
result in large scale deployment. The guidelines are summarized below and are located within the design phases based on the aspects
pertinent to each one and the corresponding themes of each guideline are listed on the left. Opportunities for iterative design are illustrated
with the dashed arrows.
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AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT TRENDS IN TRANSPARENT
MACHINE LEARNING DEVELOPMENT
Compared to developing generic ML algorithms, designing and
validating transparent ML algorithms in medical imaging tasks
requires consideration of human factors and clinical context. We
group these additional considerations into six themes according
to the initial review, iteratively defined prior to data extraction and
abbreviated to INTRPRT; the themes are incorporation (IN),
interpretability (IN), target (T), reporting (R), prior (PR), and task
(T). Incorporation refers to the communication and cooperation
between designers and end users before and during the
construction of the transparent model. Formative user research
is one possible strategy that can help designers to understand end
users’ needs and background knowledge14,15, but other
approaches exist16. Interpretability considers the technicalities of
algorithmic realization of a transparent ML system. Figure 2
provides illustrative examples of some of these techniques. Target
determines the end users of the transparent ML algorithms.
Reporting summarizes all aspects pertaining to the validation of
transparent algorithms. This includes task performance evaluation
as well as the assessment of technical correctness and human
factors of the proposed transparency technique (e.g., intelligibility
of the model output, trust, or reliability). Prior refers to previously
published, otherwise public, or empirically established sources of
information about target users and their context. This prior
evidence can be used to conceptualize and justify design choices
around achieving transparency. Finally, task specifies the con-
sidered medical image analysis task, such as prediction, segmen-
tation, or super resolution, and thus determines the clinical
requirements on performance. We emphasize that these themes
should not be considered in isolation because they interact with
and are relevant to each other. For example, technical feasibility of
innovative transparency mechanisms based on the desired task
may influence both, the priors that will be considered during
development as well as the incorporation of target users to
identify and validate alternatives.
Having identified and refined the themes iteratively after an

initial review, we structured the systematic review according to
the six themes. We identify and summarize dominant trends
among the 68 included studies aiming to design transparent ML
for medical image analysis. In the incorporation theme, cross-
disciplinary study teams may constitute a first step towards
incorporating target users during ML design, however, only 33 of

the included articles were authored by multidisciplinary clinician-
engineering teams. More importantly, no paper introduced
formative user research to understand user needs and contextual
considerations before model construction, which is reflected in
the lack of justifying the prior theme. Around half of the selected
articles (n= 28) chose clinical priors and guidelines as an
inspiration for transparent systems. In the target theme, we found
that only 30 of the included articles specified end users, and all of
these papers were aimed at clinical care providers, a stark
imbalance considering the variety of stakeholders. In the task
theme, prediction tasks were by far the most common application
for transparent ML algorithm design (57/68). In the Interpretability
theme, methods relying on clinical guidelines resulted in
algorithms that adopted multiple sub-steps of a clinical guideline
to build the model and generate outcomes, while methods that
were based on computer vision techniques for transparency most
commonly relied on post-hoc explanations. In the Reporting
theme, the methods used for assessing transparency varied with
the problem formulation and transparency design, and included
human perception, qualitative visualizations, quantitative metrics,
and empirical user studies; we note that an evaluation with end
users was highly uncommon (only 3 of the 68 included studies).
However, no paper considered the six themes comprehensively.
More importantly, there is no evidence that any papers considered
the dependency and interaction between different themes. The
reviewed literature further supports that one guideline consider-
ing all themes and the interaction between them is highly desired
in the medical image analysis community to construct transparent
ML models following human-centered design practices.

INTRPRT GUIDELINE
We distilled a set of guidelines for designing transparent ML
models according to the interaction and relevancy among the six
themes, which is proposed here as INTRPRT guideline. The INTRPRT
guideline provides suggestions for designing and validating
transparent ML systems in healthcare in hopes to increase the
likelihood that the resulting algorithms indeed afford transpar-
ency for the designated end users. The guidelines also address the
challenges of following a human-centered design approach in the
healthcare domain, propose potential solutions, and apply to
different kinds of transparency ML algorithms. To further illustrate

Fig. 2 Illustrative examples of different techniques used in transparent ML systems for classification and segmentation tasks from the
systematic review. Within each task, a non-interpretable model generates the task outcome from the input image (top). The use of clinical
knowledge or computer vision information as priors attempts to add transparency in the outcome generation process (bottom). Images
retrieved from the ORIGA127 and BraTS2020 datasets128.
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the INTRPRT guideline, we introduce a case study (see Supple-
mentary information A).

Guideline 1: specify the clinical scenario, constraints,
requirements, and end users
The first step to designing any ML algorithm for healthcare is to
well define the clinical scenario, the constraints the solution will
have to abide by, and all hard or soft requirements the algorithm
needs to meet for the clinical task to be addressed adequately (cf.
Fig. 3). For ML algorithms that do not attempt to be transparent, it
is essential but sufficient to assess whether the envisioned ML
algorithm design will satisfy the clinical constraints and require-
ments, e.g., an acceptable classification accuracy in allowable
processing time. In addition, when designing transparent ML
algorithms it is equally critical to determine and characterize the
end users. It is of particular importance to investigate end user
characteristics specifically in the clinical context of the chosen
task. This is because, depending on the task, stakeholders have
varied interest, prior knowledge, responsibilities, and require-
ments17. Deep understanding of the role target users play in the
chosen clinical task and their unique needs is critical in
determining how to achieve transparency (Guideline 2).

Guideline 2: justify the choice of transparency and determine
the level of evidence
There exists a wide gap in domain expertise and contextualization
between target users and ML model designers in most use cases
in healthcare. Furthermore, there are multiple “transparency”
techniques and choices, such as the transparent working
mechanism or user-centered interactions in practice. Simply
selecting a “transparency” technique, without incorporating and
consulting target users puts the resulting ML models at risk of not
achieving the desired transparency. The human-centered design
approach addresses this challenge through iterative empirical
studies that over time guide the development and refinement of
the technical approach such that, upon completion, the design
choices are well justified by empirical target user feedback. This
approach may not always be feasible in healthcare due to
accessibility and availability barriers of target users. To address this
limitation while still enabling technological progress in transpar-
ent ML, we introduce four distinct levels of evidence. These levels
allow designers to classify the level of confidence one may have
that the specific design choices will indeed result in a model that
affords transparency.
The levels of evidence are based on increasingly thorough

approaches to understand the chosen end users in context of the
envisioned task:

● Level 0: No evidence. No dedicated investigations about the
end users are performed to develop transparent ML systems.

● Level 1: One-way evidence. Formative user research

techniques, such as surveys and diary studies, are only
performed once without further feedback from end users
about the findings extracted from the research phase,
resulting in one-way evidence. Such user research suffers
risks of potential bias in concluding about justification of
transparency because there is no opportunity for dialog, i.e.,
designers may ask irrelevant questions or target users may
provide non-insightful, potentially biased responses.

● Level 2: Public evidence. Public evidence refers to information
about target user knowledge, preference, or behavior that is
public domain and vetted in a sensible way. Public evidence
includes clinical best practice guidelines, Delphi consensus
reports, peer-reviewed empirical studies of closely related
approaches in large cohorts, or well documented socio-
behavioral phenomena.

● Level 3: Iteratively developed evidence. Iteratively developed
evidence is transparency evidence that is iteratively refined
through user feedback where designers and end users
communicate with each other throughout method develop-
ment. The purpose of iteratively validating and refining the
current transparency mechanism is to identify any potential
bias in the assumptions that motivate the transparency
technique while ensuring that it is understandable to
end users.

Being actively cognizant of the level of evidence that supports
the development enables trading off development efforts
between ML method development vs. gathering richer evidence
in support of the intended developments.

Guideline 3: clarify how the model follows the justification of
transparency
This guideline is designed to ensure that the transparency
technique used in the ML model is indeed consistent with the
assumptions made during its justification. While complying with
this guideline is trivial if the model is developed in a human-
centered design approach (Level 3: Iteratively developed evi-
dence), in all other cases designers should be explicit about the
intellectual proximity of the developed technical approach to the
motivating evidence. To this end, after specifying which
components of the ML model require transparency for users to
capitalize on the intended benefits, it is desirable for the method
to be as simple as possible so that it can be easily derived from
and linked to the justification of transparency. Once confirmed
that the envisioned model is indeed consistent with the
justification, computational development of the model, including
training, refinement, and validation, begins.

Guideline 4: determine how to communicate with end users
In addition to content (Guidelines 1, 2, and 3), seemingly
peripheral factors on the presentation of information may play a

Fig. 3 Relationships of components in ML systems. a Shows the relationship between the clinical scenario and requirements in non-
transparent ML systems, where the system may not be human-facing, and as such, meeting quantitative performance requirements is
sufficient. b Shows the relationship between the clinical scenario, requirements, and end users in transparent ML systems, as they arise in a
human-centered system that seeks to enable users to accomplish a certain task.
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disproportionate role in the perception of transparency. It is well
known that factors like format (e.g., text, images, plots)18, channel
(e.g. graphical interface)19, and interactivity (e.g. whether users
can provide feedback or refine model outputs) can drastically
affect users’ experience and performance20–22, and therefore,
must be aligned with the goal of transparent system develop-
ment. Clearly, the selection of presentation mode should be
incorporated early and supported by some degree of evidence,
that emerges naturally when following human-centered design
principles but requires justification if not (as posited for
transparency in Guideline 2). Ultimately, users’ experience with
the systems plays an important role in their willingness to adopt it
in a real setup21,23.

Guideline 5: report task performance of the ML systems
Similar to ordinary ML models, the transparent system must be
evaluated quantitatively using appropriate metrics that well reflect
the desired performance. In addition, the data used to evaluate
the algorithm and its relevance regarding the clinical target task
must be specified. Metrics and evaluation protocols should be
selected to well determine the model’s abilities in regard to the
clinical requirements specified per Guideline 1. Reporting task
performance of the algorithm in standalone deployment is
important as a baseline for empirical studies in which users may
interact and collaborate with the system to complete a task, and
team performance (human + ML system) metrics can be
measured. Such comparisons are relevant to the goal of improving
team performance when integrating intelligent systems to assist
humans in complex tasks23,24.

Guideline 6: assess correctness and human factors of system
transparency
In addition to task performance, transparent ML systems must be
evaluated with respect to their transparency claims. This validation
is generally necessary even for Level 3 (iteratively developed
evidence) justified transparency mechanisms, because user
studies in the design phase commonly rely on mock-up
prototypes of the envisioned system, and therefore, may have
different modes of failure than the final ML system. Within this
guideline, we distinguish two types of evaluation: (1) Validating
the correctness of the transparency technique, which objectively
assesses whether the information supplied to achieve transpar-
ency is in agreement with the justification. Achieving correctness
is particularly important for systems that rely on post-hoc
explanations, since explanations may rely on a second model
that is distinct from the ML algorithm generating recommenda-
tions. (2) Validating the effectiveness of transparency in a human-
centered approach, to demonstrate that the transparent ML
system applied to relevant data samples and in cooperation with
target users achieves the desired goals. This empirical evaluation
determines the efficacy of human factors engineering. The
dimensions that are often considered include users’ trust18,
reliance, satisfaction22, mental model formation25, and system
acceptance. Reporting of these user studies should include details
of the experimental design, participant sample, and techniques to
analyze the results.
Transparency of ML algorithms for medical image analysis is

commonly motivated by the desire of automating complex tasks
while retaining a clear interface for human interaction, e.g., to
improve trust, avoid over-reliance, or increase acceptance.
However, achieving these design goals through transparency
requires the development of transparent ML algorithms that are
intelligible by the envisioned end users. In design thinking,
aligning technological developments with user needs is accom-
plished through user involvement in the design process and
iterative user testing, which is largely infeasible in healthcare due
to varied barriers to end user involvement. We propose a design

and evaluation framework where ML designers actively consider
end users’ needs, knowledge, and requirements, allowing
designers to classify the reliability of their understanding of end
user needs using four levels of evidence. Explicitly thinking about
the confidence one may have in the assumptions about end users
that drive transparent ML system development may mitigate the
risks of developing solutions that are unintelligible to the target
users, and therefore, neither achieve the desired human factors
engineering goals nor benefit clinical practice. Similarly, quantify-
ing the level of evidence currently available to motivate
transparency claims then allows developers to trade-off resources
between technical ML developments and additional formative
research of their target users to ensure that the resulting systems
are fit to meet the requirements of the clinical task but foremost
the target users.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We discuss the INTRPRT guideline in the context of the key
observations from different themes of our systematic review to
identify opportunities to improve the design of transparent ML
systems for medical image analysis. Each discussion point focuses
on one or more themes that we introduced before. Furthermore,
the second last subsection presents successful examples of ML
systems designed with clinical end users and the last subsection
also includes the comparison of our guideline and systematic
review with existing literature.

Importance of formative user research and empirical user
testing
Both formative user research (theme incorporation and prior) and
empirical user testing (theme reporting) are critical to ensure that
solutions meet user needs (theme target). On the one hand,
formative user research helps designers navigate and understand
end users’ domain practice and needs. On the other hand,
empirical user testing assesses whether the designed algorithm
indeed achieves the human factors engineering goals, such as
affording transparency, promoting trust, or avoiding over-reliance.
Additionally, early user involvement in the design process using
prototypes of increasing fidelity provides opportunities to review
and iterate over design choices. From our systematic review of the
literature presented in the “Detailed Analysis of Findings during
Systematic Review” section, we find that although most con-
temporary studies on transparent ML formulate human factor
engineering goals, no study reported formative user research or
empirical testing to inform and validate design choices. We must
conclude that contemporary research efforts in medical image
analysis have disproportionately prioritized the technological
development of algorithmic solutions that alter or augment the
predictions of complex ML systems with the implicit—though
unfortunately often explicit—assumption that those changes
would achieve transparency. However, because of the substantial
knowledge imbalance between ML engineers and target users
among other reasons detailed above, it is unlikely that, without
formative user research or empirical tests, those systems truly
afford transparency or achieve the promised human factors
engineering goals. While demonstrating the computational
feasibility of advanced transparency techniques is certainly of
interest, grounding the need for these techniques in solid
understanding of the target users should be the first step for
most, if not all, such developments.

General assessment of transparency
In addition to user involvement or formative research during the
design phase (theme incorporation and prior), upon completion of
ML development, system transparency needs to be empirically
validated (theme reporting). During the literature review, we
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observed that hardly any study reported quantitative empirical
user evaluations as part of final method validation, and many of
the included articles limited analysis of transparency goals to
qualitative analysis by presenting a limited number of illustrative
examples, e.g., pixel-attribution visualizations. While such analysis
may suggest fidelity of the transparency design to the cause of the
prediction in those few select samples, its utility beyond is unclear.
In cases where no empirical user evaluation is conducted, neither
during conceptualization nor during development, claims around
system transparency or human factors are at high risk of being
optimistic and should be avoided.

Transparent machine learning systems for diverse
stakeholders
The purpose of adding transparency to an ML model varies across
end users and their context, which we covered in the target
theme. The current literature on transparent ML for medical image
analysis focuses heavily on care providers. In fact, all of the
included articles that explicitly specify end users targeted
clinicians, such as radiologists, pathologists, and physicians.
However, clear opportunities for transparent ML systems exist
for other clinical stakeholders, such as other care team members
including nurses or techs, healthcare administrators, insurance
providers, or patients. Designing transparent ML systems for these
stakeholder groups will likely require different approaches, both
technological as well in regards to human factors engineering,
because these target users are likely to exhibit distinct needs,
requirements, prior knowledge, and expectations. In light of
recent articles that question the utility of transparency in high
stakes clinical decision making tasks3,26, driving transparent ML
development using a “human factors first” mindset while
expanding target user considerations to more diverse stakeholder
groups may increase the likelihood of transparent ML having an
impact on some aspects of the healthcare system.

Transparency for tasks with and without human baseline
Clearly specifying and formulating the medical task that the ML
system solves is fundamental to determine the assistance that it
can provide to clinical practice. Along with the disproportionate
consideration of clinicians as end users goes a disproportionate
focus on clinical tasks that are routinely performed in current
clinical practice (n= 60/68) by those target users. One motivation
for investigating transparency in such tasks is the existence of
clear and systematic clinical workflows and guidelines, e.g., the
Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) system for
mammography, the AO/OTA Tile grading of pelvic fractures, or
other easily intelligible covariates associated with outcomes. The
availability of such human-defined baselines that are already used
for clinical decision making provides immediate Level 2 evidence
of transparency for ML systems attempting their replication. In
addition, it facilitates data collection and annotation, because
intermediate outputs that may be required to build such system
are known a priori. Conversely, justifying specific attempts at
achieving transparency is much more complicated for tasks that
do not readily have human-based baselines or clinical best
practice guidelines. Some such tasks may already be performed in
clinical practice, such as segmentation or super-resolution, the
interpretation of which may be ambiguous and result in high
variability among observers27. Other tasks may be beyond the
current human understanding of the underlying mechanisms that
enable ML-based prediction, e.g., ethnicity prediction from chest
X-ray28 or various tasks in digital pathology29,30. In these scenarios,
while it may be possible to derive some justification from the
literature, e.g., how target users generally approach tasks of the
kind, achieving even Level 2 justification is difficult if not
impossible. Empirically validating the envisioned mechanisms for
transparency with respect to their ability to afford transparency

and achieve the human factors engineering goals is thus
paramount when attempting to benefit such tasks.

Successful examples of machine learning systems designed
with clinical end users
Early identification and direct communication with end users, as it
is emphasized in the target and incorporation themes, allows ML
designers to bridge the knowledge gap and design for users in
highly specialized contexts. By following human-centered design
and HCI practices, previous works have illustrated ways to
incorporate end users in the design process of ML systems for
clinical applications. For instance, target users were consulted in
the design of an ML tool in an image retrieval system for medical
decision making14, enabling the team to design a system that
preserves human agency to guide the search process. Through an
iterative design process, functional prototypes of different
refinement techniques based on documented user needs were
implemented and further validated in a user study. To enable
users to explore and understand an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
enabled analysis tool for Chest X-ray (CXR) images, a user-centered
iterative design assessed the utility of potential explanatory
information in the AI system15. Users’ needs during their
introduction to an AI-based assistance system for digital
pathology were identified through open-ended interviews and a
qualitative laboratory study31. Iterative co-design processes were
followed to identify clinicians’ perceptions of ML tools for real
clinical workflows, e.g., antidepressant treatment decisions16 and
phenotype diagnosis in the intensive care unit32. Determining the
efficacy of envisioned ML systems or ML-enabled interaction
paradigms in empirical user studies before committing resources
to their fully-fledged implementation has become common
practice in human-centered AI, e.g.,21,33,34, with many studies
considering tasks that are related to medical image analysis15,35.
Increasing the acceptance of empirical formative user research as
an integral component of human-centered ML design for
healthcare tasks, including medical image analysis, will be critical
in ensuring that the assumptions on which human-centered
systems are built hold in the real world.

Increasing demand for guidelines to build machine learning
systems
Motivated by advances in AI technologies and the wide range of
applications in which it can be used to assist humans, there are
ongoing efforts to guide the design and evaluation of AI-infused
systems that people can interact with (theme target). Generally
applicable design guidelines were compiled and iteratively refined
by HCI experts to design and evaluate human-AI interactions36.
Although these guidelines are relevant and suitable for a wide
range of common AI-enabled systems, more nuanced guidelines
are desirable for domains where study participants cannot be
recruited nor interviewed in abundance. Similarly, previous
attempts to guide the design of effective transparency mechan-
isms acknowledge that real stakeholders involved should be
considered and understood17,32,37. Starting from the identification
of diverse design goals according to users’ needs and their level of
expertise on AI technology, and a categorization of evaluation
measures for Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) systems38,
addressed the multidisciplinary efforts needed to build such
systems. A set of guidelines, summarized in a unified framework,
suggests iterative design and evaluation loops to account for both
algorithmic and human factors of XAI systems. However, similar to
ref. 36, these guidelines are intended for generic applications, e.g.,
loan and insurance rate prediction39 and personalized advertise-
ments40, and do not consider additional challenges, barriers, and
limitations when developing algorithms for domains that exhibit
users with very specific needs and in highly specific contexts, such
as healthcare. Other considerations to build interpretable AI
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systems have been identified from a multidisciplinary perspec-
tive12. For instance, the approach presented in ref. 41 summarized
four guidelines that included the application domain, technical
implementation, and human-centered requirements in terms of
the capabilities of human understanding. A requirements list
formulated as a “fact sheet” was introduced in ref. 42 to
characterize and assess explainable systems along five key
dimensions: functional, operational, usability, safety and valida-
tion. While the five dimensions allow to systematically compare
and contrast explainability approaches theoretically and practi-
cally, the properties that were included failed to consider where
and how to formulate the justification of transparency. Formative
user research and validation of the justification of transparency are
especially essential in healthcare, where a huge knowledge
imbalance exists between ML designers and end users of AI
systems.
Considering potential uses of AI in clinical setups, there have

been efforts to define guidelines for the development and
reporting of medical ML systems. For instance, guidelines for
clinical trials that involve AI were proposed in ref. 43, including
items such as the description of intended users, how the AI
intervention was integrated, how the AI outputs contributed to
decision-making, among others. While specifying these items is
also relevant for creating transparent systems, these guidelines do
not include requirements in dimensions unique to the transpar-
ency of an algorithm, such as its justification and validation.
Guidelines for the initial clinical use of AI systems were formulated
in ref. 44, highlighting the importance to assess the actual impact
of an algorithm on its users’ decisions at an early stage. This
recommendation of an early and formative evaluation is aligned
with our guideline with respect to formative user research during
the initial stages to support design choices for transparency.
Concerned with the reproducibility and reliability of medical ML
studies, a set of practical guidelines as a checklist or questions has
been collected for authors and reviews to assess the methodo-
logical soundness of contributions45, to promote standard
reporting practices46, and for clinicians to assess algorithm
readiness for routine care47. Besides the general reporting items
regarding the problem definition, data, model, and validation,
these checklists consider the definition of the target user and the
availability of interpretability information and support for related
claims; however, these are questions to be solved once the
transparency technique has been incorporated and might lack an
appropriate justification and not achieve the intended goals. By
considering the reason to demand explainability in advance,
which is determined by the application domain and target users
of the AI system, model designers can determine the importance
and usefulness of the properties offered by certain explainability
techniques. To choose among available explainability techniques,
a framework with recommendations regarding mostly technical
aspects for researchers was proposed in ref. 8.
With the trend that ML is more popular in clinical decision

making tasks due to its performance, recent surveys and
systematic reviews have aimed to summarize existing literature
to create transparent ML in healthcare. However, these surveys
failed to consider all the themes proposed in this paper and each
aspect of transparent ML is reviewed in isolation. More
importantly, current reviews mainly focus on the existing
transparency techniques and evaluation, ignoring how and where
justification of transparency emerges. For example, a survey
categorized research works related to the interpretability of ML in
general, and then applied the same categories to interpretability
in the medical field48. In addition to providing an overall
perspective of the different interpretable algorithms that are
available in the medical field, the survey identified the recurring
assumption of having interpretable models without human
subject tests, questioning the utility within medical practices
and whether ML designs consider actual medical needs. More

specifically, there have been surveys focused uniquely on
transparent techniques for medical imaging. The interpretability
methods to explain deep learning models were categorized in
detail based on technical similarities, along with the progress
made on the corresponding evaluation approaches in ref. 9.
Another overview of deep learning-based XAI in medical image
analysis is presented in ref. 49, considering a variety of techniques
that were adapted or developed to generate visual, textual, and
example-based explanations in the medical domain. Some of the
observed trends and remarks in this survey match our perspective
and recommendations in the design of transparent methods for
medical imaging, including the lack of evaluation as a standard
practice, the user-dependent nature of explanations, and the
importance of active collaboration with experts to include domain
information. Instead of proposing a general perspective in a broad
range of healthcare problems, some reviews focus on specific
topics of medical image analysis. Transparent ML for human
experts in cancer diagnosis with AI is reviewed in ref. 10 with a
focus on 2 aspects: ML model characteristics that are important in
cancer prediction and treatment; and the application of ML in
cancer cases. These two aspects are similar to our proposed theme
“Interpretability” and “task”, but we summarize the two themes in
the general medical image analysis area instead of limiting to
cancer studies, include more on recent studies (starting from
2012), and focus on more recent ML techniques such as
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs). Likewise, transparent ML
in cancer detection is also reviewed in ref. 50 and structured
following the same aspects of generic transparent ML techniques,
such as Local vs. Global and Ad-Hoc vs. Post-Hoc. distinctions
The guidelines and systematic review of the state of the field

presented here aim at emphasizing the need for formative user
research and empirical user studies to firmly establish the validity
of assumptions on which human factors engineering goals
(including transparency) are based; a natural first step in human-
centered AI or HCI, but not yet in medical image analysis. As
methods for the human-centered development of transparent ML
for medical image analysis mature, the guidelines presented here
may require refinements to better reflect the challenges faced
then. At the time of writing, supported by the findings of the
systematic review, we believe that the lack of explicit formative
research is the largest barrier to capitalizing on the benefits of
transparent ML in medical image analysis.
To conclude, transparency is an affordance of transparent ML

systems, i.e., a relationship between models and end users.
Therefore, especially in contexts where there exists a high
knowledge gap between ML developers and the envisioned end
users, developing transparent ML algorithms without explicitly
considering and involving end users may result in products that
are unintelligible in the envisioned context and irrelevant in
practice. Efforts to build ML systems that afford transparency in
the healthcare context should go beyond computational
advances, which—based on the findings of our systematic
review—is not common practice in the context of transparent
ML for medical image analysis. While many of the approaches
claimed transparency or derivative accomplishments in human
factors engineering, they did so even without defining target
users, engaging in formative user research, or reporting rigorous
validation. Consequently, for most of the recently proposed
algorithms, it remains unclear whether they truly afford transpar-
ency or advance human factors engineering goals. We acknowl-
edge that building systems that afford transparency by involving
end users in the design process is challenging for medical image
analysis and related healthcare tasks. In this context, we propose
the INTRPRT guideline that emphasize the importance of user and
context understanding for transparent ML design, but provide
alternatives to empirical studies for formative user research. By
following these guidelines, ML designers must actively consider
their end users throughout the entire design process. We hope
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that these design directives will catalyze forthcoming efforts to
build transparent ML systems for healthcare that demonstrably
achieve the desired human factors engineering goals.

METHODS
Search strategy and selection criteria
The aim of the systematic review is to survey the current state of
transparent ML methods for medical image analysis. Because ML
transparency as major research thrust has emerged following the
omnipresence of highly complex ML models, such as deep CNNs,
we limited our analysis to records that appeared after January
2012, which pre-dates the onset of the ongoing surge of interest
in learning-based image processing51.
We conducted a systematic literature review in accordance with

the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) method52. We searched PubMed, EMBASE, and
Compendex databases to find articles pertinent to transparent ML
(including but not limited to explainable and interpretable ML) for
medical imaging by screening titles, abstracts, and keywords of all
available records from January 2012 through July 2021. Details of
the search terms and strategy can be found in Supplementary
information B.

Study selection
Following the removal of duplicates (1731 remained), studies were
first pre-screened using the title and abstract. Studies that did not
describe transparent methods nor medical imaging problems
were immediately excluded (217 remained). We then proceeded
to full-text review, where each study was examined to determine
whether the study presented and evaluated a transparent ML
technique for medical image analysis. Failure to comply with the
described inclusion/exclusion criteria resulted in the study’s
removal from further consideration. Detailed statistics and a
complete description of the pre-screening and full-text review can
be found in Supplementary information C and Fig. 4. 68 articles
were included for information extraction.

Data extraction strategy
For the 68 selected articles that met the inclusion criteria, two
authors (H.C. and C.G.) performed detailed data extraction to
summarize important information related to the six themes
described in INTRPRT Guideline Section. A data extraction
template was developed by all authors and is summarized in
Supplementary information D. Every one of the 68 articles was
analyzed and coded by both authors independently and one
author (H.C.) merged the individual reports into a final consensus
document. Despite our efforts to broadly cover all relevant search
terms regarding transparent ML in medical imaging, we acknowl-
edge that the list may not be exhaustive. There are vast numbers
of articles that have imbued transparency in their methodology,
but transparency (or contemporary synonyms thereof, such as
explainability or interpretability) is not explicitly mentioned in the
title, abstract, or keywords of these articles, and often not even in
the body of the text53. This fact makes intractable to identify all
articles about transparent ML methods. Finally, the review is
limited to published manuscripts, long articles and novel
approaches. Publication bias may have resulted in the exclusion
of works relevant to this review.

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS DURING SYSTEMATIC
REVIEW
The data extraction template for studies included in the
systematic review was structured using the six themes of the
INTRPRT guideline, the adequacy of which was confirmed during
data extraction. Therefore, we summarize our findings for each
theme and provide details of the extraction results for each article
in Tables 2&3 in Supplementary information D.

IN: incorporation
A common trend among included studies (n= 33) was that the
presented methods were developed by multidisciplinary clinician-
engineering teams, as was evidenced by the incorporation of
clinical specialists, such as physicians, radiologists, or pathologists,
in the study team and on the author lists. In light of the current
bias towards clinicians as end users of transparent ML algorithms,
this observation suggests that designers may have communicated
with a limited subset of the intended end users. However, no
formative user research is explicitly described or introduced in
these articles to systematically understand the end users before
implementing the model. Further, we found that incorporating
clinical experts did not have a considerable impact on whether
clinical priors or standard or care guidelines (i.e., Level 2 evidence)
were used to build the ML system (39%/44% articles with/without
the incorporation of end users use clinical priors). Regarding the
technical approach to provide transparency, the incorporation of
medical experts motivated designers to incorporate prior knowl-
edge directly into the model structure and/or inference for
medical imaging (73%/64% articles with/without the incorpora-
tion of end users do not need a second model to generate
transparency).

IN: interpretability
Transparency of ML systems was achieved through various
techniques, including attention mechanisms (n= 15), use of
human-understandable features (n= 11), a combination of deep
neural networks and transparent traditional ML methods (n= 7),
visualization approaches (n= 5), clustering methods (n= 4),
uncertainty estimation/confidence calibration (n= 3), relation
analysis between outputs and hand-crafted features (n= 3), and
other custom techniques (n= 20).
The use of an attention mechanism was the most common

technique for adding transparency. Attention mechanisms

Fig. 4 PRISMA diagram for transparent ML in medical imaging.
The flow diagram shows the number of records identified, of studies
excluded and the reasons for exclusion, and of studies included in
our systematic review.
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enabled the generation of pixel-attribution methods54 to visualize
pixel-level importance for a specific class of interest55–69. In
segmentation tasks, where clinically relevant abnormalities and
organs are usually of small sizes, features from different resolution
levels were aggregated to compute attention and generate more
accurate outcomes, as demonstrated in multiple applications, e.g.,
multi-class segmentation in fetal Magnetic Resonance Imagings
(MRIs)58 and multiple sclerosis segmentation in MRIs61. Clinical
prior knowledge was also inserted into the attention mechanism
to make the whole system more transparent. For instance,65 split
brain MRIs into 96 clinically important regions and used a genetic
algorithm to calculate the importance of each region to evaluate
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD).
Human-understandable features, e.g., hand-crafted low-dimen-

sional features or clinical variables (age, gender, etc.) were
frequently used to establish transparent systems. There existed
two main ways to use human-understandable features in medical
imaging: (1) Extracting hand-crafted features, e.g., morphological
and radiomic features, from predicted segmentation masks
generated by a non-transparent model70–79 followed by analysis
of those hand-crafted features using a separate classification
module; (2) Directly predicting human-understandable features
together with the main classification and detection task80–84. In
these approaches, all tasks usually shared the same network
architecture and parameter weights.
Instead of explicitly extracting or predicting human-

understandable features, other articles further analyzed deep
encoded features with human-understandable techniques by
following clinical knowledge. Techniques such as decision trees
were constructed based on clinical taxonomy for hierarchical
learning76,85–90. Rule-based algorithms91 and regression meth-
ods92 were used to promote transparency of the prediction93

created a Graphical Convolution Network (GCN) based on clinical
knowledge to model the correlations among colposcopic images
captured around five key time slots during a visual examination.
We also identified various other methods to create transparent

systems. These methods can be categorized as visualization-
based, feature-based, region importance-based, and architecture
modification-based methods. Each approach is discussed in
detail below.
Visualization-based methods provide easy-to-understand illus-

trations by overlaying the original images with additional visual
layouts generated from transparency techniques. There existed
two main visualization-based methods: (1) Visualizing pixel-
attribution maps: These maps may be generated using gradient-
based importance analysis94,95, pixel-level predicted probability96,
or a combination of different levels of feature maps97,98. (2) Latent
feature evolution: Encoded features were evolved according to
the gradient ascent direction so that the decoded image (e.g.,
generated with an auto-encoder technique99) gradually change
from one class to another100,101.
Feature-based methods directly analyze encoded features in an

attempt to make the models transparent. Various feature-based
transparency method were proposed for transparent learn-
ing102–104 first encoded images to deep features and then
clustered samples based on these deep features for prediction
or image grouping tasks. Feature importance was also well-
studied to identify features that are most relevant for a specific
class by feature perturbation105,106 and gradients107,108 identified
and removed features with less importance for final prediction
through feature ranking.
As an alternative to measure feature contribution, input region

importance was also analyzed to reveal sub-region relevance to
each prediction class. Image occlusion with blank sub-
regions109–111 and healthy-looking sub-regions112 was used to
find the most informative and relevant sub-regions for classifica-
tion and detection tasks.

Other approaches modified the network architecture according
to relevant clinical knowledge to make the whole system
transparent58 pruned the architecture according to the degree
of scale invariance at each layer in the network113 created ten
branches with shared weights for ten ultrasound images to mimic
the clinical workflow of liver fibrosis stage prediction114 aggre-
gated information from all three views of mammograms and used
traditional methods to detect nipple and muscle direction, which
was followed by a grid alignment according to the nipple and
muscle direction for left and right breasts115 proposed to learn
representations of the underlying anatomy with a convolutional
auto-encoder by mapping the predicted and ground truth
segmentation maps to a low dimensional representation to
regularize the training objective of the segmentation network.
Some other methods used the training image distribution to

achieve transparency in classification116 used similar-looking
images (nearest training images in feature space) to classify
testing images with majority votes. Causal inference with plug-in
clinical prior knowledge also introduced transparency directly to
automatic systems117–119. Confidence calibration and uncertainty
estimation methods were also used to generate additional
confidence information for end users120–122.

T: targets
A striking observation was that none of the selected articles aimed
at building transparent systems for users other than care
providers. Less than half of the articles explicitly specified
clinicians as the intended end users of the system (n= 30). From
the remaining 38 articles, 17 articles implied that the envisioned
end users would be clinicians, while the remaining 21 did not
specify the envisioned target users. Articles that were more
explicit about their end users were more likely to rely on clinical
prior knowledge (Level 2 evidence) in model design. In total, 47%
of articles that specified or implied clinicians as end users
implemented clinical prior knowledge in the transparent systems
while only 18% of articles without end user information use
clinical prior knowledge.

R: reporting
Evaluating different properties of a transparent algorithm besides
task-related metrics, especially its performance in regards to
achieving the desired human factors engineering goals, comple-
ments the assessment of the ML model’s intended purpose. We
identified that the quality of the transparency component is
currently being evaluated through four main approaches. The first
one involves metrics based on human perception, such as the
mean opinion score introduced in ref. 115 to capture two expert
participants’ rating of the model’s outcome quality and similarity
to the ground truth on a 5-point scale. Using two study
participants, pathologists’ feedback was also requested in ref. 107

to assess their agreement with patch-based visualizations that
display features relevant for normal and abnormal tissue. The level
of agreement was not formally quantified, but reported as a
qualitative description. Similarly, one study participant was
involved in a qualitative assessment of explanations quality in
ref. 83,108. These evaluations are different from empirical user
studies as they are limited to a few individuals and were mostly
used to subjectively confirm the correctness of the transparent
component.
The second approach attempted to quantify the quality of

explanations for a specific purpose (functionally-grounded evalua-
tion123). For instance, some articles evaluated the localization ability
of post-hoc explanations by defining an auxiliary task, such as
detection57,88 or segmentation62,85,98,112 of anatomical structures
related to the main task. They then contrasted relevant regions
identified by the model with ground truth annotations. These
quantitative measures (dice score, precision, recall) allowed for
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further comparisons with traditional explanations methods. Simi-
larly116, defined a multi-task learning framework for image classifica-
tion and retrieval, evaluating retrieval precision and providing a
confidence score based on the retrieved neighbors as an attempt to
check the learned embedding space. Capturing relevant features
consistent with human intuition was proposed in ref. 106 by
measuring the fraction of reference features recovered, which were
defined according to a guideline. Overall, the evaluation of
explanations through auxiliary tasks required additional manual
efforts to get the necessary ground truth annotations.
Properties of the explanation itself were also quantified as their

usefulness to identify risky and safe predictions at a voxel-level for
the main task by thresholding on their predictive uncertainty
values122. Other properties of explanations, such as their correct-
ness (accuracy of rules), completeness (fraction of the training set
covered) and compactness (size in bytes) were measured in ref. 87.
A measure related to completeness was defined in ref. 88 and
aimed to capture the proportion of training images represented
by the learned visual concepts, in addition to two other metrics:
the inter- and intra-class diversity and the faithfulness of
explanations computed by perturbing relevant patches and
measuring the drop in classification confidence. Other articles
followed a similar approach to validate relevant pixels or features
identified with a transparent method; for example, in ref. 64 a
deletion curve was constructed by plotting the dice score vs. the
percentage of pixels removed and ref. 55 defined a recall rate
when the model proposes certain number of informative
channels95 proposed to evaluate the consistency of visualization
results and the outputs of a CNN by computing the L1 error
between predicted class scores and explanation pixel-attribution
maps. In summary, while the methods grouped in this theme are
capable of evaluating how well a method aligns with it’s intended
mechanism of transparency, they fall short of capturing any
human factors-related aspects of transparency design.
The third, and most common approach, involved a qualitative

validation of the transparent systems (n= 40) by showing pixel-
attribution visualizations overlaid with the input image or rankings
of feature relevance, along with narrative observations on how these
visualizations may relate to the main task. These qualitative
narratives might include comparisons with other visualization
techniques in terms of the highlighted regions or the granularity/
level of details. Furthermore, following a retrospective analysis, the
consistency between the identified relevant areas/features and prior
clinical knowledge in a specific task was a common discussion item
in 37% of all the articles (n= 25); refer to articles65,86,89,110,117 for
examples. While grounding of feature visualizations in the relevant
clinical task is a commendable effort, the methods to generate the
overlaid information have been criticized in regards to their fidelity
and specificity53,124. Further, as was the case for methods that
evaluate the fidelity of transparency information, these methods do
not inherently account for human factors.
Lastly, transparent systems can be directly evaluated through

user studies on the target population, in which the end users
interact with the developed ML system to complete a task based
on a specific context. In ref. 96, the evaluation was centered on the
utility of example-based and feature-based explanations for
radiologists (8 study participants) to understand the AI decision
process. Users’ understanding was evaluated as the accuracy to
predict the AI’s diagnosis for a target image and a binary
judgment on whether they certify the AI for similar images (and
justify using multiple-choice options). Users’ agreement with the
AI’s predictions was measured as well. The empirical evidence
suggested that explanations enabled radiologists to develop
appropriate trust by making an accurate prediction and judgment
of the AI’s recommendations. Even though radiologists could
complete the task by themselves, a comparison with the team
performance was not included, nor the performance of the AI
model in standalone operation. An alternative evaluation of

example-based explanation usefulness was performed in ref. 121,
in which pathologists (14 study participants) determined the
acceptability of a decision support tool by rating adjectives related
to their perceived objectivity, details, reliability, and quality of the
system. Compared to a CNN without explanations, the subjective
ratings were more positive towards the explainable systems.
However, neither the team (expert + AI) nor expert baseline
performance was evaluated. The benefit of involving a dermatol-
ogist to complete an image grouping task was demonstrated in
ref. 102, in which domain knowledge was used to constrain
updates of the algorithm’s training, resulting in a better grouping
performance than a fully automated method. The user evaluation
only measured the task performance. These studies that explicitly
involve target users to identify whether the envisioned human
factors engineering goals were met stand out from the large body
of work that did not consider empirical user tests. It is, however,
noteworthy that even these exemplary studies are based on very
small sample sizes that may not be sufficiently representative of
the target users. Careful planning of the study design (including
hypothesis statement, experimental design and procedure,
participants, and measures) that allows to properly evaluate
whether the system achieves the intended goals by adding
transparency to the ML system is fundamental, especially
considering the resources needed and challenges involved in
conducting user testing in the healthcare domain.
Even though there were articles that assessed human factors-

related properties of the transparency mechanism, a striking
majority of articles did not report metrics beyond performance in
the main task (n= 49) or did not discuss the transparency
component at all (n= 9). Task performance was evaluated in the
majority of the articles, 91% (n= 62), and most of them contrasted
the performance of the transparent systems with a non-
transparent baseline (n= 41). Of those, 36 works (88%) reported
improved performance and 5 (12%) comparable results.

PR: priors
We differentiate two types of priors that can be used as a source of
inspiration to devise transparent ML techniques: (1) Priors based on
documented knowledge, and especially clinical guidelines consider-
ing the unvaried end user specification identified above; and (2)
Priors based on computer vision concepts. Most (93%) articles that
incorporated clinical knowledge priors (n= 28) directly implemen-
ted these priors into the model structure and/or inference, while
only 68% articles with computer vision priors (n= 40) provided
transparency by the model itself and/or the inference procedure.
A direct way to include clinical knowledge priors was through

the prediction, extraction, or use of human-understandable
features. Morphological features, e.g., texture, shape and edge
features were frequently considered and used to support the
transparency of ML systems70,72,73,75,76,81,83,93. Biomarkers for
specific problems, e.g., end-diastolic volume (EDV) in cardiac
MRI78,79 and mean diameter, consistency, and margin of
pulmonary nodules80 were commonly computed to establish
transparency. For problems with a well-established image report-
ing and diagnosis systems, routinely-used clinical features, e.g.,
Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) features for
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) classification84 or BI-RADS for
breast mass82 suggested that the ML systems may be intuitively
interpretable to experts that are already familiar with these
guidelines. Human-understandable features relevant to the task
domain were extracted from pathology images, e.g., area and
tissue structure features70. Radiomic features were also computed
to establish the transparency of ML systems75,125.
Besides human-understandable features, clinical knowledge can

be used to guide the incorporation of transparency within a
model. Some articles (n= 11) mimicked or started from
clinical guidelines and workflows to construct the ML
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systems65,74,81,82,106,113–115,118,119,74,113,114 followed the clinical work-
flow to encode multiple sources of images and fused the encoded
information for the final prediction. Other works followed the
specific clinical guidelines of the problems to create transparent
systems65 split brain MRIs into 96 clinical meaningful regions as
would be done in established clinical workflows and analyze all the
regions separately. Some other clinical knowledge priors were also
presented85,86,90,126 established a hierarchical label structure accord-
ing to clinical taxonomy for image classification71 leveraged the
transparency from the correlation between the changes of
polarization characteristics and the pathological development of
cervical precancerous lesions. Clinical knowledge from human
experts was used to refine an image grouping algorithm through
an interactive mechanism in which experts iteratively provided
inputs to the model102.
Priors that were derived from computer vision concepts rather

than the clinical workflow were usually not specific or limited to a
single application. The justification of transparency with computer
vision priors was more general than that with clinical knowledge
priors. Image visualization-based techniques to achieve transpar-
ency were most commonly considered in image classification
problems. Common ways of retrieving relevance information
were: Visual relevancy through attention55–64,66–68; region occlu-
sion by blank areas109,111 or healthy-looking regions112; and other
techniques such as supervision of activated image regions by
clinically relevant areas88,89,92,94,95,97,98, and image similarity96.
Feature-based computer vision transparency priors focused on the
impact of feature evolution or perturbation on the decoded
output. Encoded features were evolved according to the gradient
ascent direction to create the evolution of the decoded image
from one class to the other87,100,101. Some articles directly
analyzed the feature sensitivity to the final prediction by feature
perturbation101,105,110 and importance analysis77,107,108, feature
distribution104,105 or image distribution based on encoded
features103,116. Confidence calibration and uncertainty estimation
also increased the transparency of the ML systems120–122.
Even though we attempted to identify the type of prior

evidence used to justify the development of a specific algorithm
in each ML system, none of the included articles formally
described the process to formulate such priors to achieve
transparency in the proposed system. While the use of clinical
guidelines and routine workflows may provide Level 2 evidence in
support of the method affording transparency if the end users are
matched with those priors, relying solely on computer vision
techniques may not provide the same level of justification. This is
because computer vision algorithms are often developed as an
analysis tool for ML developers to verify model correctness, but
are not primarily designed nor evaluated for use in end user-
centered interfaces. The lack of justification and formal processes
to inform design choices at the early stages of model develop-
ment results in substantial risk of creating transparent systems
that rely on inaccurate, unintelligible, or irrelevant insights for end
users. Being explicit about the assumptions and evidence
available in support of the envisioned transparent ML system is
paramount to build fewer but better-justified transparent ML
systems that are more likely to live up to expectations in final user
testing, the resources for which are heavily constrained.

T: task
Various types of medical image analysis tasks were explored in the
included articles. Most of the articles (n= 57) proposed transparent
ML algorithms for classification and detection problems, such as
image classification and abnormality detection. Three-dimensional
(3D) radiology images (n= 24) and pathological images (n= 15)
were the most popular modalities involved in the development of
transparent algorithms. The complex nature of both 3D imaging in
radiology and pathological images makes image analysis tasks more

time consuming than 2D image analysis that is more prevalent in
other specialities, such as dermatology, which motivates transpar-
ency as an alternative to complete human image analysis to save
time while retaining trustworthiness. In detail, classification pro-
blems in 3D radiological images and pathological images included
abnormality detection in computed tomography (CT)
scans56,59,66,73,75,90,95,106, MRIs58,60,65,77–79,83,84,98,100,105,110,112,117,
pathology images55,57–59,62,69–71,77,104,107–109,116,121 and positron
emission tomography (PET) images63. Mammography dominated
the 2D radiology image applications76,81,82,87,92,94,114,119,125, mainly
focusing on breast cancer classification and mass detection. For
other 2D radiology image applications96,118, aimed at pneumonia
and pneumothorax prediction from chest X-rays and113 created a
transparent model for liver fibrosis stage prediction in liver
ultrasound images. Classification and detection tasks were explored
in other clinical specialities, including melanoma85 and skin lesion
grade prediction58,86,87 in dermatology, glaucoma detection from
fundus images68,74,97 and retinopathy diagnosis111 in ophthalmol-
ogy, and polyp classification from colonoscopy images in
gastroenterology88,120.
Segmentation was another major application field (n= 9).

Research about transparency mainly focused on segmentation
problems for brain and cardiac MRIs61,64,67,72,89,103,115. Other
segmentation problems included mass segmentation in mammo-
grams76, cardiac segmentation in ultrasound115, liver tumor seg-
mentation in hepatic CT images, and skin lesion segmentation in
dermatological images58. There also existed other applications, e.g.,
image grouping in dermatological images102 and image enhance-
ment (super resolution task) in brain MRIs122 and cardiac MRIs115.
Most of the application tasks were routinely performed by

human experts in current clinical practice (n= 60). A much smaller
sample of articles (n= 4) aimed to build transparent systems for
much more difficult tasks where no human baseline exists, e.g.,
5-class molecular phenotype classification from Whole Slide Images
(WSIs)70,88, 5-class polyp classification from colonoscopy images120,
cardiac resynchronization therapy response prediction from cardiac
MRIs83, and super resolution of brain MRIs122. The remaining articles
(n= 4) did not include explicit information on whether human
baselines and established criteria exist for the envisioned applica-
tion, e.g., magnification level and nuclei area prediction in breast
cancer histology images58, age estimation in brain MRIs60, AD status
in Diffusion Tensor Images (DTIs), and risk of sudden cardiac death
prediction in cardiac MRIs79. As previously mentioned, tasks that are
routinely performed in clinical evidence may have robust human
baselines and clinical guidelines to guide transparent ML develop-
ment. Applications that are beyond the current possibilities,
however, require a more nuanced and human-centered approach
that should involve the target end users as early as possible to
verify that the assumptions that drive transparency are valid.
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